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In this paper, we consider the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem, which is a
problem of, given two unordered labeled trees P and T , ﬁnding all occurrences of P in T
via such many-to-one matchings that preserve node labels and parent–child relationship.
This problem is closely related to the tree pattern matching problem for XPath queries
with child axis only. If m > w , we present an eﬃcient algorithm that solves the problem in
O (nm log(w)/w) time using O (hm/w+m log(w)/w) space and O (m log(w)) preprocessing
on a unit-cost arithmetic RAM model with addition, where m is the number of nodes in
P , n is the number of nodes in T , h is the height of T , and w is the word length, and we
assume that w  logn. We also discuss a modiﬁcation of our algorithm for the unordered
tree homeomorphism problem, which corresponds to the tree pattern matching problem
for XPath queries with descendant axis only.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Tree matching is a fundamental problem in computer science, and it has a wide range of applications in XML/Web
databases, schema validation, information extraction, document analysis, image processing, and semi-structured data pro-
cessing. In particular, the tree matching and inclusion problems have attracted much attention and have been extensively
studied [8,10,18,19,30].
In the unordered tree matching problem, where an input is a pair of a small pattern tree P and a larger text tree T on
some alphabet of labels, and the task is ﬁnding a one-to-one mapping that maps nodes of P to nodes of T preserving their
node labels and the parent–child relationship [18], while the unordered tree inclusion problem is deﬁned similarly except that
a mapping preserves the ancestor–descendant relationship instead.
Although the formal one-to-one requirement for matching in both of the above problems seems useful in general, there
are some cases in the real application that the requirement for one-to-one matching is too restricted to achieve ﬂexible in-
formation retrieval. Thus, it is sometimes appropriate to relax this requirement, and there have been a number of researches
on ﬂexible tree pattern matching problems including tree matching with mismatches, approximate tree matching, and tree
regular expression matching [5,7,24,29].
✩ An earlier version of this paper was presented in the 21st International Workshop on Combinatorial Algorithms (IWOCA’10), London, UK, July 26–28,
2010.
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120 Y. Kaneta et al. / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 14 (2012) 119–135Fig. 1. A pattern tree P and a text tree T whose nodes are numbered in the post-order. The tree that consists of thick nodes and edges in T is an occurrence
of P in T w.r.t. unordered pseudo-tree matching (UPTM). To each node v in T , we attach the embedding set EmbP ,T (v) for v , which is deﬁned in Section 3.
1.2. Main results
In this paper, we study a non-standard version of the unordered tree matching and inclusion problems, called the un-
ordered pseudo-tree matching problem [36] and the unordered tree homeomorphism problem [14], respectively, where a
matching can be many-to-one so that it may map different pattern nodes into the same text node (see Fig. 1).
In Section 3, we study the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem (UPTM) that is the problem of, given a pattern
tree P and a text tree T as input, ﬁnding a many-to-one mapping that maps nodes of P to nodes of T preserving their
node labels and the parent–child relationship. As main results, we present an eﬃcient algorithm that solves the unordered
pseudo-tree matching problem on RAM with integer addition in the following complexities (Theorem 3):
• The large pattern case (m > w): O (nm log(w)/w) time using O (hm/w +m log(w)/w) space and O (m log(w)) prepro-
cessing.
• The small pattern case (m w): O (n logm) time using O (h + logm) space and O (m logm) preprocessing.
Here m is the number of nodes in P , n is the number of nodes in T , h is the height of T , and w is the word length, and we
assume that w  logn. Compared with the previous work for UPTM [36], our algorithm improves on the O (nm3/w) time
and O (nm2/w) space complexities of [36] by factor of O (m2/ logw) time and O (nm/h) space. Moreover, our algorithm
works online using only a stack of O (hm) space instead of O (nm) space. This means that it can perform matching by
scanning an input stream for tree data, such as XML documents, once from left to right, where an input stream consists of
a sequence of balanced open and closed parentheses on alphabet Σ ∪ {a¯ | a ∈ Σ} as in XML databases [14,29,32]. Since the
text size n is much larger than the height h in practice and even unbounded in some applications, such an algorithm will
be useful for processing massive tree data.
A key to our algorithm is a data structure for the small pattern case, where m  w , based on bit-parallel computation
of set operations, including tree aggregation operation that checks the branching of internal nodes. In Section 4, we improve
the complexity of the tree aggregation operation from O (m) time and space to O (logm) time and space developing bit-
assignment technique based on separator trees. Combining this result to dynamic programming tree matching algorithms
and the module decomposition technique of [25], we have claimed results for both UPTM and UTH problems.
In Section 5, we also discuss a simpler algorithm for tree aggregation using the bit-parallel version [3] of the monotone
routing technique [22]. The resulting algorithm for UPTM runs in the same time and space complexities as above on RAM
with integer addition and shift operations. We note that both algorithms use only AC0 instructions, including Boolean
operations, shift, and integer addition, without using multiplication so that the computation cost do not heavily depend on
the size of a computer word. Our algorithms obtain a speedup by careful use of RAM operations, and not by table lookup.
As a result, the speedup remains valid regardless of the relationship between w and n,m (we only assume that w  logn,
not that w = Θ(logn)). In our results, the RAM operations can be replaced by table lookup on k bits at a time, giving a
speed of O (nm/k), but increasing the space usage by an additive O (2k) term. From a theoretical perspective, this means that
k = O (logh + logm) = O (logn), whereas the bit-parallel approach works for all w  logn. From a practical perspective, the
superiority of bit-parallel operations over table lookup, particularly for modern 64-bit processors, has been shown by [31].
In Section 6, we consider the unordered tree homeomorphism problem, UTH, which is the problem of ﬁnding a many-to-
one mapping that maps nodes of a pattern tree P to nodes of a text tree T preserving their node labels and the ancestor–
descendant relationship. We show that the UTH problem is solvable in the same time and space complexities as above
(Theorem 4). Compared with the previous O (nm2) time and O (n2) space algorithm in [14], our algorithm is at least faster
by a factor of w by the use of bit-parallelism.
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UPTM and UTH problems exactly correspond to the matching problem for the classes of conjunctive Core XPath queries with
child axis only and descendant axis only, respectively, under a semantics with root occurrence. As a corollary, we show that
the evaluation problems for the above fragments of Core XPath queries can be eﬃciently solvable using our algorithms for
UPTM and UTH.
Since the tree matching and inclusion problems under many-to-one mappings have less constraint than the traditional
ones, one might think that these problems are less interesting from the view of combinatorial pattern matching. However,
this is not necessarily true; The complexities of many generalizations of these problems under many-to-one mappings have
been still open when we allow additional features in structured queries, such as, reverse axes, positions, counting, Boolean
operations, and transitive closures [5,8,13,14]. Hence, we hope that these results become steps toward development of
eﬃcient query mechanism for data intensive applications.
1.3. Related work
The tree matching and inclusion problems have been extensively studied in computer science. In what follows, we denote
by T , hT , bT , rT , w are the number of leaves, the maximum depth, the maximum branching of T , the maximum number
of the same label on a path in T , and the bit-length of a computer word.
In the ordered tree matching problem (OTM, for short), which has been widely studied, a matching is required to be one-
to-one and to preserve node labels, parent–child relationship, and previous–following sibling relationship [18]. The classical
work by Hoffmann and O’Donnell [15] presented a tree matching algorithm for ranked trees that solves the OTM problem
in O (nm) time and O (hT m) space. Kosaraju [21] have broken ﬁrst time the O (nm) time barrier for OTM by presenting
an algorithm that runs in O (nm0.75polylog(m)) time combining tree convolution and partition techniques. Tsuji, Ishino, and
Takeda [29] presented a bit-parallel algorithm for OTM that runs in O (nm/w) time and O (hT m/w) space on RAM with
word length w by extending the SHIFT-AND algorithm [4,35].
In the ordered tree inclusion problem (OTI, for short), a matching is also required to be one-to-one, and to preserve
node labels, ancestor–descendant relationship, and previous–following sibling relationship [18]. Kilpeläinen and Mannila [19]
studied this problem and presented O (nm) time and space algorithm. The paper [19] also showed that the decision version
of the unordered tree inclusion problem (UTI, for short) is NP-complete. Chen [10] devised a more eﬃcient algorithm that
solves OTI in O (n P ) time and O (P min{hT , T }) space, whose time complexity is still O (nm) in the worst case. Bille
and Gørtz [8] presented the ﬁrst algorithm that has time and space complexities strictly less than O (nm) for OTI. Their
algorithm achieves O (n+m) space and its running time is proportional to the minimum of O (n P ), O (P T log logn + n),
and O (nm/ logn+ n logn).
We note that mappings in the OTI problem must satisfy stricter constraints than ones in the UTH problem. Actually, we
can easily see that any mapping in OTI is also a proper mapping in UTH. Thus, one may think of the possibility of obvious
reduction from, say, the UTH problem to the OTI problem so that we can solve the UTH problem by, e.g., the algorithm
in [8]. However, the above observation does not immediately mean that we can reduce the matching problem for UTH to
that for the OTI problem. Since the technique of [8] heavily relies on the order constraint to make sequential processing, it
is not easy to apply their method to the UTH problem. Hence, it is still an open problem to extend the technique of [8] for
UTH to devise time and space optimal matching algorithms. Kilpeläinen [18] and Chapter 5 of Bille [7] are good surveys of
tree inclusion problems.
Tree matching problems allowing many-to-one matching have been studied in the area of query languages over combi-
natorial structures such as strings, trees, and graphs [12,23,27] as well as in document engineering and Web systems [1,5,9].
The unordered pseudo-tree matching problem (UPTM) is a many-to-one and unordered version of OTM. Gottlob, Koch, and
Pichler [12] ﬁrst showed that a large subclass of XPath queries, called Core XPath queries (CXP, for short), can be eﬃciently
evaluated in O (nm) time and space using bottom-up computation over a text tree. From the results of Section 7, we see
that their problem essentially includes tree matching problems in UPTM and UTH [14]. For the UPTM problem, Yamamoto
and Takenouchi [36] presented an eﬃcient bit-parallel algorithm for the problem that runs in O (n rP P hP /w) = O (nm3/w)
time and O (n P hP /w) = O (nm2/w) space in the worst case.
The unordered tree homeomorphism problem (UTH) is a many-to-one and unordered version of OTI. From the result
of Gottlob, Koch, and Pichler [12] mentioned above, we can see that the UTH problem can be solved in O (nm) time and
space. Olteanu, Furche, and Bry [28] presented a more space-eﬃcient algorithm that runs in O (nmhT ) time and O (mhT +n)
space for the evaluation problem of CXP queries including UTH. Götz, Koch, and Martens [14] studied the UTH in detail, and
presented an eﬃcient matching algorithm for UTH that runs in O (nmhP ) = O (nm2) time and O (hT bT ) = O (n2) space.
Related to tree matching problems allowing many-to-one matching, a number of query languages have been designed in
the framework of formal logic and automata on labeled trees including XPath [12,14], XML Schema [23], Regular Tree Gram-
mars [24], and tree queries [27] to name a few. See [5,11,13] for survey of recent results. Some of them use tree matching
under many-to-one matching as their core mechanisms [13,24,27]. Although they are closely related to our problem, their
results cannot be directly applied to our problems at the present.
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Organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 prepares deﬁnitions and notations. Section 3 shows a fast bit-parallel
algorithm for UPTM. Section 4 gives an implementation of tree aggregation using separator trees. Section 5 gives another
simpler implementation of tree aggregation using monotone routing. Section 6 gives an extension to UTH. Section 7 discuss
the relationship among fragments of XPath queries, UPTM, and UTH. In Section 8, we conclude.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic deﬁnitions
In this subsection, we give basic deﬁnitions and notations on our unordered tree matching problems according to [14,
18,36]. For a set S , we denote by |S| the cardinality of S . Let N+ = {1,2, . . .}. We deﬁne the interval from i to j by [i.. j] =
{i, i + 1, . . . , j} ⊆ N+ , where i  j. We deﬁne the smallest interval including set S ⊆ N+ by I(S) = [min S..max S] ⊆ N+ . For
an array A = A[1] · · · A[n] and i  j, we deﬁne A[i.. j] = A[i] · · · A[ j]. For a binary relation R ⊆ S2 on a set S , we denote by
R+ and R∗ ⊆ S2 the transitive closure and the transitive reﬂexive closure of R , respectively.
2.2. Unordered trees
Let Σ = {a,b,a1,a2, . . .} be a ﬁnite alphabet of labels. In this paper, we will mainly consider unordered trees, which are
the labeled, rooted trees, where the ordering among their siblings is irrelevant.
Let T be an unordered tree of m nodes whose labels are drawn from Σ . We denote by V (T ) = {1, . . . ,m} the node set,
by E(T ) ⊆ V (T ) × V (T ) the edge set, and by root(T ) ∈ V (T ) the root of T . For each node v ∈ V (T ), labelT (v) ∈ Σ denotes
the label of v in T , and T (v) denotes the subtree of T rooted at v .
If (v,w) ∈ E(T ) then we say that v is the parent of w , and w is a child of v . We deﬁne the ancestor relation T ⊆
V (T ) × V (T ) for T as follows. If there exists some downward path from v to w with length greater than or equal to zero,
i.e., (v,w) ∈ E(T )∗ , then we say that v is an ancestor of w , w is a descendant of v , and write v T w (or w T v). If v T w
and v = w , equivalently, (v,w) ∈ E(T )+ , then we say that v is a proper ancestor of w , and w is a proper descendant of v ,
and write v ≺T w (or w T v). If both of v T w and w T v hold, then v and w are incomparable each other.
For unordered tree T , we deﬁne the size of T , denoted by |T |, to be the number of nodes in T , and the height of T ,
denoted by height(T ), to be the maximum length of the paths from the root to the leaves. We denote the sets of all
leaves and all internal nodes in T , respectively, by leaves(T ) and internal(T ). Clearly, V (T ) = internal(T ) ∪ leaves(T ). Let
v be any node in T . The arity of v , denoted by arity(v)  0, is the number of the children of v . For convenience, we
sometimes assume that there is a certain order among the siblings in T as an internal representation regarding T as an
ordered trees. For every 1 i  arity(v), we denote the i-th child of node v by v[i]. We denote the set of the children of v by
childrenT (v) = {v[i] | i = 1, . . . ,arity(v)}. If it is clear from context, we omit the subscript T from labelT (v), T , and T etc.
in what follows.
2.3. Unordered tree matching problem
In this subsection, we introduce the unordered pseudo-tree matching and unordered tree homeomorphism problems.
For other variations of tree matching problems, readers are invited to consult the literatures [8,14,18,19,30,36]. Let P be an
unordered tree of size m, called a pattern tree, and T be an unordered tree of size n, called a text tree. We refer to each
node of P as pattern node, denoted by x, y, . . . , and to each node of T as text node, denoted by v,w, . . . , which are possibly
subscripted.
Deﬁnition 1 (Conditions for tree matching and inclusion). For any (possibly many-to-one) mapping φ : V (P ) → V (T ), we deﬁne
the following conditions:
(E0) φ preserves the node labels. That is, for any node x ∈ V (P ), labelP (x) = labelT (φ(x)) holds.
(E1) φ preserves the parent–child relationship. That is, for any node x, y ∈ V (P ), (x, y) ∈ E(P ) ⇒ (φ(x), φ(y)) ∈ E(T ) holds.
(E1′) φ preserves the ancestor–descendant relationship. That is, for any node x, y ∈ V (P ), (x, y) ∈ E(P ) ⇒ (φ(x), φ(y)) ∈
E(T )+ holds. This is equivalent to the implication x≺P y ⇒ φ(x) ≺T φ(y).
In what follows, we refer to any mapping φ from V (P ) to V (T ) satisfying (E0) as matching. An unordered pseudo-tree
matching (UPTM) [36] is a matching φ with (E0) and (E1), i.e., a many-to-one version of unordered tree matching [18]. An
unordered tree homeomorphism (UTH) [14] is a matching φ with (E0) and (E1′), i.e., a many-to-one version of unordered tree
inclusion [19]. We denote by UPTM(P , T ) and UTH(P , T ) the sets of all pseudo-tree matching and all tree homeomorphism
from P to T . We sometimes refer to UPTM and UTH as related classes of matchings.
Let F be a class of matchings from V (P ) to V (T ). Then, a pattern tree P maps to a node v ∈ V (T ) in T w.r.t. F if
φ(root(P )) = v for some φ ∈ F . Then, the node v is called an root occurrence (occurrence, for short) of P in T w.r.t. F . In
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occurrences of P in T w.r.t. F . According to this terminology, the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem (UPTM) and the
unordered tree homeomorphism problem (UTH) are tree matching problems related to classes UPTM and UTH of matchings,
respectively.
2.4. Model of computation
As the model of computation, we assume a unit-cost RAM with w-bit words [2]. The word length satisﬁes that w  logn
so that each word can hold a letter in an input of size n. Our algorithms studied in this paper fully employ bit-parallelism
technique taking advantage of parallelism inside a computer word. A bitmask of bit-length 1  L  w is a bit vector X =
bL · · ·b1 ∈ {0,1}L , where the most signiﬁcant bit (MSB) bL and the least signiﬁcant bit (LSB) b1 come to the left and the
right ends, respectively. We assume a standard instruction set with its C-like syntax including bitwise and “&”, bitwise or
“|”, bitwise not “∼”, left shift “”, right shift “”, integer addition “+”, and integer multiplication “∗”. We refer to a RAM
with Boolean operations only as a Boolean RAM, denoted by RAM(), and for a subset S ⊆ {,+,∗, . . .}, to the Boolean RAM
with additional instructions in S as RAM with S , denoted by RAM(S), where “” denotes both of left and right shifts with
arbitrary shift length, and “+” denotes integer addition. The space complexity is measured in the number of words.
3. Faster bit-parallel algorithm for unordered pseudo-tree matching
In this section, we present an eﬃcient algorithm BP-MatchUPTM based on bit-parallel method for the unordered pseudo-
tree matching problem. Let P be a pattern tree of size m and T be a text tree of size n.
3.1. Decomposition formula and a bottom-up algorithm
In Fig. 2, we show a dynamic programming algorithm MatchUPTM for the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem. Our
algorithm computes, for every text node v in T , the set EmbP ,T (v) of integers in V (P ) = [1..m], called the embedding set of
v , deﬁned by:
EmbP ,T (v) = {x ∈ [1..m] ∣∣ (∃φ)φ ∈ UPTM(P (x), T )∧ φ(x) = v}, (1)
where P (x) is the subtree of P rooted at pattern node x ∈ V (P ). Clearly, for every pattern node x ∈ V (P ), x ∈ EmbP ,T (v) if
and only if the corresponding subtree P (x) has an occurrence at the current text node v by some UPTM φ. By deﬁnition, we
see that P matches T at node v iff root(P ) ∈ EmbP ,T (v). Now, we have the next lemma, which is crucial to the correctness
of our algorithm in this section.
Lemma 1 (Decomposition formula for UPTM). For every x ∈ V (P ) and v ∈ V (T ), x ∈ EmbP ,T (v) if and only if
(i) labelP (x) = labelT (v), and
(ii) childrenP (x) ⊆⋃1 jarity(v) EmbP ,T (v[ j]).
Proof. “Only if” direction: Suppose that x ∈ EmbP ,T (v) holds. Then, there exists some mapping φ that maps P (x) to the
root of T (v) satisfying (E0) and (E1) of Deﬁnition 1. From (E0), we have (i) labelP (x) = labelT (v). From (E1), we have some
mapping h : [1..arity(x)] → [1..arity(v)] satisfying the following: for every child x[i] of x, 1 i  arity(x), the subtree P (x[i])
maps to the subtree T (v[h(i)]) via some UPTM φi . Actually, we know that φi is the restriction φi of the original φ to P (x[i]).
From this, we have x[i] ∈ EmbP ,T (v[h(i)]), and the claim follows.
“If” direction: Suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. From (ii), for every 1  i  arity(x), there exists some
1  h(i)  arity(v) such that x[i] ∈ EmbP ,T (v[h(i)]). By deﬁnition of EmbP ,T (·), we know that for every i, there ex-
ists some UPTM φi such that the subtree P (x[i]) maps to the subtree T (v[h(i)]) via φi . Since all destination nodes
v1 = v[h(1)], . . . , varity(x) = v[h(arity(x))] are incomparable w.r.t. the ancestor relation T , the domains of φ1, . . . , φarity(x)
are mutually disjoint. Therefore, the mapping φ = {(x, v)} ∪ ⋃1iarity(x) φi is well-deﬁned. Moreover, we can show from
condition (i) labelP (x) = labelT (v) and the above discussion that φ is a UPTM that maps P (x) to T (v). Hence, we have
x ∈ EmbP ,T (v), and the result follows. 
Based on the recurrence of Lemma 1 above, we show in Fig. 2 a bottom-up procedure VisitUPTM that computes
EmbP ,T (v) by using the post-order traversal of T . To describe the procedure, we need the following operations on sub-
sets of V (P ), where the appropriate encoding will be given later.
Deﬁnition 2 (Set manipulation operations). We deﬁne operations Constant, Union, Member, LabelMatchP (label matching), and
TreeAggrP (tree aggregation) on subsets of V (P ) as follows, where R, S ⊆ V (P ) and x ∈ V (P ) are appropriately encoded,
and α ∈ Σ :
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Output: all occurrences of P in T w.r.t. unordered pseudo-tree matching;
1: VisitUPTM(root(T ), P , T );
procedure VisitUPTM(v: a text node, P : a pattern tree of size m, T : a text tree of size n):
Output: the embedding set EmbP ,T (v) of v;
2: S ← Constant(∅); {see Deﬁnition 2}
3: for i = 1, . . .arity(v) do
4: S ← Union(S,VisitUPTM(v[i], P , T ));
5: R ← Constant(V (P ));
6: R ← LabelMatchP (R, labelT (v)); {see Deﬁnition 2}
7: R ← TreeAggrP (R, S); {see Deﬁnition 2}
8: if Member(R, root(P )) then {see Deﬁnition 2}
9: print “A match is found at a node v .”;
10: return R;
Fig. 2. An algorithm for the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem.
• Constant(R) ≡ R . This operation returns the set R itself.
• Union(R, S) ≡ R ∪ S . This returns the set-union of R and S .
• Member(R, x) ≡ x ∈ R . Given any set R and element x, this returns “yes” if x ∈ R and “no” otherwise.
• LabelMatchP (R,α) ≡ {x ∈ R | labelP (x) = α}. Given any set R and label α, this returns the set of elements in R satisfying
(i) of Lemma 1.
• TreeAggrP (R, S) ≡ {x ∈ R | childrenP (x) ⊆ S}. Given any sets R and S , this returns the set of elements in R satisfying (ii)
of Lemma 1.
The procedure VisitUPTM computes the embedding set EmbP ,T (v) of v as follows. At each text node v , the procedure
maintains a candidate set R and a child set S , where R, S ⊆ V (P ). First, the procedure recursively computes the embedding
sets EmbP ,T (v[i]) of the children v[i] of v for every 1 i  arity(v), and merges them into the child set S from Line 2 to 4.
Next, after setting the candidate set R = V (P ) at Line 5, the procedure applies the set manipulation operations LabelMatchP
and TreeAggrP to ﬁlter R at Line 6 and Line 7, respectively, by checking conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1. Finally, VisitUPTM
obtains R as the embedding set EmbP ,T (v) of v . Later, the above set manipulation operations will be implemented in a bit-
parallel manner in Sections 3.2, 4, and 5.
By representing sets R, S ⊆ V (P ) in lists of nodes, it is easy to see that these operations can be implemented to run in
O (m) time and space. Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let P be any pattern tree and T be any text tree. For the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem, the algorithm
MatchUPTM in Fig. 2 correctly ﬁnds all occurrences of P in T . Moreover, the algorithm can be implemented to run in O (nm) time
and O (hm) additional space, where m is the size of P , n and h are the size and the height of T , respectively.
The algorithm MatchUPTM can be implemented to run in streaming setting using a stack of embedding sets with length
O (h) using O (hm) space, where T is given as an input stream consisting of a sequence of balanced open and closed
parentheses on alphabet Σ ∪ {a¯ | a ∈ Σ} as in XML databases [14,29,32]. The details are left to the readers.
3.2. Outline of bit-parallel implementation
In the following subsections, we give the bit-parallel version of the algorithm MatchUPTM, called BP-MatchUPTM, that
runs in O (nm log(w)/w) time and O (hm/w +m log(w)/w) space, where m is the size of pattern tree P , n and h are the
size and the height of text tree T , and w is the word length. Let us ﬁx a pattern tree P of size m on a ﬁnite alphabet Σ . In
what follows, we assume that |Σ | = O (1).
3.2.1. Position mapping
In the bit-parallel implementation of MatchUPTM, we introduce a data structure for representing a subset S of the
universe V (P ) of size m that eﬃciently supports the collection of the set manipulation operations in Deﬁnition 2 in Sec-
tion 3.1. A position mapping is any one-to-one mapping pos : V (P ) → [1..m] that assigns to each node x ∈ V (P ) a bit-position
pos(x) ∈ [1..m]. We deﬁne pos(S) = {pos(x) | x ∈ S} for a set S ⊆ V (P ), and NUM(U ) ∈ {0,1}m to be the bitmask representing
U for a subset U ⊆ [1..m]. Now, we represent any subsets S of V (P ) by bitmasks X ∈ {0,1}m of length m as m-bit integers
from 0 to 2m − 1 as NUM(pos(S)). At this moment, we leave pos unspeciﬁed and will give the appropriate deﬁnition for pos
later in the next subsection.
3.2.2. Basic set manipulation operations
Among the set manipulation operations in Deﬁnition 2, the following operations are easy to implement.
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implement the operations. Moreover, all operations are executed in O (1) time if m w.
• Preprocess: Constant(R) ≡ NUM(pos(R));
• Runtime: Union(X, Y ) ≡ (X | Y );
• Runtime: Member(X, x) ≡ if (X &NUM(pos({x}))) > 0 then 1 else 0;
3.2.3. Label matching operation
The label matching operation LabelMatchP can be implemented using a set of character masks as in the SHIFT-AND
algorithm for exact string matching [4,26,35] or in Move operation for regular expression matching [6].
Lemma 4. Suppose that if m  w. Then, the operation LabelMatchP can be correctly implemented by the following codes, where
{LABEL[α] ∈ {0,1}m | α ∈ Σ} is a set of bitmasks for a pattern tree P . Moreover, the operation can be executed in O (1) time and
O (|Σ |) space using O (|Σ | +m) preprocessing.
• Preprocess: For each α ∈ Σ , LABEL[α] = |x∈V (P ), labelP (x)=αNUM(pos({x}));• Runtime: LabelMatchP (X,α) ≡ (X &LABEL[α]);
Later, bit-parallel implementations of the operation TreeAggrP will be given in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4, we will
show the following theorem using an algorithm based on separator tree technique.
Theorem 1. Suppose that m w. Then, the operation TreeAggrP can be implemented to run in O (logm) time using O (logm) space
and O (m logm) preprocessing on RAM(+).
In Section 5, we also show the following theorem using an algorithm based on monotone routing technique. Though the
second algorithm requires the left and right shifts with arbitrary large width, it is much simpler than the ﬁrst one.
Theorem 2. Suppose that m w. Then, the operation TreeAggrP can be implemented to run in O (logm) time using O (logm) space
and O (m logm) preprocessing on RAM(+,).
3.3. Complexity analysis
Combining the algorithm MatchUPTM of Fig. 2 in Section 3.1, the bit-parallel implementations of the set manipulation
operations in Section 3.2, and the implementation of the tree aggregation operation based on separator trees in Section 4,
we now have a bit-parallel version of the algorithm, called BP-MatchUPTM for UPTM. By applying the module decomposition
technique of Myers [25] and Bille [6], we have the main theorem of this paper below:
Theorem 3 (Complexity of the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem). The algorithm BP-MatchUPTM solves the unordered
pseudo-tree matching problem (UPTM) on RAM(+) with the following complexities:
• In the large pattern case (m > w): O (nm log(w)/w) time using O (hm/w +m log(w)/w) additional space and O (m log(w))
preprocessing.
• In the small pattern case (m w): O (n logm) time using O (h + logm) additional space and O (m logm) preprocessing.
Here m and n are the sizes of a pattern tree P and a text tree T , h is the height of T , and w is the word length.
Proof. In the small pattern case that m w , combining Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and Theorem 1, we have that our bit-parallel
algorithm runs in O (logm) time per text node using O (h + logm) space and O (m logm) preprocessing. Thus, the claim
holds. In the large pattern case that m > w , as in Myers [25] and Bille [6], we partition a pattern tree P into a collection of
m/w small subtrees, called modules of size O (w) so that each module ﬁts into one word. Then, we simulate each module
in O (logw) time per text node using O (h + logw) space and O (w logw) preprocessing using the method in the small
pattern case. For the whole computation, the algorithm traverses the modules in the post-order of the original pattern tree
P by simulating each module one by one and propagating the result sequentially to the parent module. Hence, the theorem
follows. 
In the above theorem, we can replace the O (logw)-term in the time, preprocessing, and space complexities with
min{logw,height(P )}. Thus, we know that the algorithm based on separator trees in Section 4 is particularly fast for those
pattern trees that have small height. On the other hand, using the implementation of the tree aggregation operation based
on monotone routing in Section 5, we also obtain the algorithm for UPTM in the same time, preprocessing, and space
complexities on RAM(+,).
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4. Bit-parallel implementation of tree aggregation using separator trees
In this section, we show an eﬃcient bit-parallel implementation of the tree aggregation operation TreeAggrP . Given
any subsets R, S ⊆ V (P ), which are encoded as bitmasks via pos, the tree aggregation operation returns the set {x ∈ R |
childrenP (x) ⊆ S} of elements in R satisfying condition (ii) of Lemma 1. In other words, this means gathering the values of
the children x[1], . . . , x[arity(x)] of node x, taking their logical and, and setting it to the value of their parent x in parallel.
4.1. Monotone and non-overlap mappings
In the followings, we give some technical deﬁnitions necessary to deﬁne the operation. Let P be a pattern tree of size m.
Its node set V (P ) is partitioned into two subsets, the set internal(P ) of its internal nodes and the set leaves(P ) of its leaves.
Our algorithm computes a pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of mappings, where pos : V (P ) → [1..m] is a position mapping that assigns
to each node x a bit-position pos(x), introduced in the previous section, and level : internal(P ) → {0, . . . , K } is a level mapping
that assigns to each internal node x in P a non-negative integer level(x) for some K  0, which is called the maximum level
of the level mapping. We deﬁne the level of a pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of mappings to be the maximum level of the level
mapping.
Let x be any internal node in P . The branching component of x in P is the set {x}∪childrenP (x) ⊆ V (P ) that consists of the
node x itself and its children. The interval for x is deﬁned by the interval intervalP (x,pos) = I(pos({x}) ∪ pos(childrenP (x))),
which is the minimum interval containing the branching component of x.
Deﬁnition 3. Let θ = 〈pos, level〉 be a pair of mappings deﬁned above.
• The pair θ is said to be monotone if it preserves the ancestor–descendant relationship, i.e., for any nodes x, y ∈ V (P ), if
x is a proper ancestor of y then pos(x) > pos(y).
• The pair θ is said to be non-overlapping if for any nodes x, y ∈ internal(P ), level(x) = level(y) implies intervalP (x,pos) ∩
intervalP (y,pos) = ∅.
Any pattern tree P of size m always has an obvious monotone and non-overlapping pair 〈pos, level〉 of mappings of
height(P ) = O (m), where pos is induced in the post-order traversal of P , and level is deﬁned such that a node of depth k
has level k.
Example 1. In Fig. 3, we show an example of a pair 〈pos, level〉 of mappings for the pattern tree P of size m = 9 in Fig. 1,
where pos maps nodes in V (P ) to bit-positions [1..9]. The level mapping level is non-overlapping and maps the internal
nodes 4, 8, and 9 to at most two levels {0,1}, while the obvious non-overlapping level mapping requires three levels.
4.2. Basic idea
Now, we explain a basic idea of our bit-parallel implementation of the tree aggregation operation. Suppose that we are
given an input bitmask, and that we perform the tree aggregation operation for computing the bit for an internal node
x ∈ V (P ), called the parent bit, from the bits for its children, called the child bits. To do this, it is suﬃcient to check if all the
child bits are 1. To implement this operation eﬃciently, we use a bit-parallel technique with carry propagation of integer
addition, which is used in the Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm by Navarro and Raﬃnot [26].
First of all, let us consider a special case that an input bitmask contains only one branching component, i.e., the parent
bit for x and its child bits. Suppose that the position mapping pos is monotone, that is, the bit-position for x is located
higher than that for any of its children. Given an input bitmask, we set the parent bit for x to 0, and leave all the child bits
unchanged. Then, we set all bits bi (1  i m) in the input bitmask as follows: if bi is the bit for either x or one of its
children, or if i is outside intervalP (x,pos), then we leave bi unchanged; otherwise, bi is either a bit between x and one of
x’s child, or a bit between a consecutive pair of x’s children, and then we set bi to 1. Now, we can compute the conjunction
of all the child bits by adding 1 at the lowest child bit-position. Since the bits other than the parent and child bits are ﬁlled
with 1’s as described above, the application of integer addition causes carry propagation from the lowest bits to the parent
bit, and the parent bit gets 1 if and only if all the child bits are 1 in the input bitmask.
Next, consider the case that a bitmask contains more than one branching components. We need a pair θ = 〈pos, level〉
of mappings which are both monotone and non-overlapping, which is introduced in Section 4.1. We partition the internal
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Note: See Section 4 for the deﬁnition of bitmasks LEAF, PARENT[·], CHILD[·], PADDING[·], and LOWEST[·];
Output: the bitmask Z = NUM(pos({x ∈ R | childrenP (x) ⊆ S}));
1: for every level k = 0, . . . K do
2: A[k] ← Y &CHILD[k];
3: B[k] ← A[k] | PADDING[k];
4: C[k] ← B[k] + LOWEST[k];
5: Z [k] ← C[k]&PARENT[k];
6: Z ← Z [0] | · · · | Z [K ];
7: Z ← X & (Z | LEAF);
8: return Z ;
Fig. 4. A bit-parallel implementation of the tree aggregation operation based on a monotone and non-overlapping pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of position and level
mappings.
nodes of P according to the values of mapping level from k = 0 to K , where K is the level of θ . For each k = 0 to K , we
separately apply the above method for computing tree aggregation of the internal nodes in level k. If θ is monotone and
non-overlapping, this procedure correctly implements the tree aggregation operation in the general case.
4.3. Detail of bit-parallel implementation
Now, we explain how to implement the tree aggregation operation in bit-parallel manner. First, we explain the prepro-
cessing phase of the algorithm, which computes a set of bitmasks from a pattern tree P . For every level k = 0, . . . , K , we
denote by internal(P ,k) the set of all internal nodes x ∈ internal(P ) with level k.
Deﬁnition 4 (Preprocess). In the preprocessing phase, the bitmasks are computed as follows. The leaf mask LEAF is the





For every level k = 0, . . . , K , we deﬁne the following bitmasks. The parent mask PARENT[k] is the bitmask of bit-length m
that sets 1 at the bit-position for every internal node x with level(x) = k, that is,




The child mask CHILD[k] is the bitmask of bit-length m that sets 1s at the bit-positions for the children of every internal
node x with level(x) = k, that is,







The padding mask PADDING[k] is the bitmask of bit-length m that sets 1 at every bit-position which is neither the bit for
the parent x nor the bit for its child, that is,
PADDING[k] = |x∈internal(P ,k)NUM
(
intervalP (x,pos) \ pos
({x} ∪ childrenP (x)
))
.
The lowest mask LOWEST[k] is the bitmask of bit-length m that sets 1 at the lowest bit-position for the interval for an
internal node x with level(x) = k, that is,







Given a monotone and non-overlapping pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of mappings for an input pattern P of size m, all the bitmasks
above can be computed in O (mK ) time and space, where K is the maximum level of the mapping level. In Fig. 4, we show
a bit-parallel algorithm TreeAggrP that implements the runtime phase of the tree aggregation operation for P , which is
designed based on the idea in Section 4.2.
Lemma 5 (Runtime complexity of the tree aggregation). Let P be a pattern tree of size m. Given a monotone and non-overlapping
pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of mappings for P , the procedure TreeAggrP of Fig. 4 correctly implements the tree aggregation operation for P .
Moreover, it runs in O (K ) time if m w, where K is the maximum level of mapping level.
If we use an obvious monotone and non-overlapping pair 〈pos, level〉 of mappings with level K = O (m) based on the
height of a pattern tree, then we have only an algorithm that solves UPTM in O (nm2/w) time using O (hm/w + m2/w)
additional space and O (m2) preprocessing in the large pattern case, where we do not apply module decomposition. Even
if we apply module decomposition, we only get an algorithm with O (nm) time and O (hm) space complexities, which are
same as that of the dynamic programming algorithm in Section 3.1. In the next subsection, however, we will show an
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Output: a separator tree S(Q ) for Q ;
1: Create a new node v;
2: if Q is a singleton node x then S(v) = {x} and N(v) = ⊥;
3: else
4: Find a node x in Q that splits Q into two subgraphs Q (x) and Q (x¯) of almost equal sizes;
5: vL = BuildSeparatorTree(Q (x¯));
6: vR = BuildSeparatorTree(Q (x));
7: S(v) = V (Q ) and N(v) = x;
8: Set vL and vR to the left child and the right child of v , respectively;
9: H(v) is kept undeﬁned;
10: return v;
Fig. 5. A recursive procedure for constructing a separator tree for a binary tree.
eﬃcient algorithm that computes a monotone and non-overlapping pair of O (logm) level in O (m logm) time and space,
which results in the algorithm for UPTM in O (nm log(w)/w) time and O (hm/w +m log(w)/w) space.
4.4. Computing monotone and non-overlapping mappings using separator trees
In this subsection, we show how to ﬁnd a monotone and non-overlapping pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of mappings whose level
is O (logm) using a data structure called a separator tree [16]. Using this algorithm as a subprocedure, we can solve the
UPTM problem in O (nm log(w)/w) time using O (hm/w +m log(w)/w) additional space and O (m log(w)) preprocessing.
The following lemma plays an important role in computing the monotone and non-overlapping pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of
mappings.
Lemma 6. (See Jordan [16].) Let Q be any binary tree. Then, there exists a node x in Q such that |Q (x)|  (2/3)|Q | and |Q (x¯)| 
(2/3)|Q |, where Q (x) is the subtree of Q rooted at x and Q (x¯) is the tree obtained by pruning Q (x) from Q .
Iteratively applying the above lemma to a given rooted tree Q of size n, we can build a separator tree, denoted by S(Q ),
for Q , which is an almost balanced, rooted tree of size 2n, whose height is bounded from above by O (logn). If it is clear
from context, in what follows, we may write S for S(Q ) by omitting the input Q . Given a binary tree Q , we can build a
separator tree S = S(Q ) for Q having height O (logn) in O (n logn) time using the procedure BuildSeparatorTree in Fig. 5.
During computation of S , we also associate the information S(v),N(v), and H(v) to each node v in S , where v is the node
created for an argument Q ′ in the current iteration of the procedure, S(v) = V (Q ′) ⊆ V (Q ) is the node set of a subtree of
Q , N(v) ∈ S(v) is called the splitting node for Q ′ , and H(v) is kept undeﬁned.
Now, we are ready for describing our algorithm that computes a monotone and non-overlapping pair 〈pos, level〉 of
mappings. Given an input pattern tree P , the algorithm consists of the following steps:
(1) To each non-root node x in P , we associate the parent pointer pa(x) to the parent of x.
(2) Next, we transform P into one of its binary versions Q by inserting newly created nodes to P in a standard way.
Then, we extend the parent pointer for newly created nodes y /∈ V (Q ) \ V (P ) such that pa(y) is the nearest ancestor
originally contained in P .
(3) We build a separator tree S = S(Q ) from Q by using the procedure BuildSeparatorTree above, where the associated
information S(v) and N(v) are calculated for each node v in S .
(4) For each internal node v in S , we deﬁne the label H(v) = pa(N(v)) to be the original node in P that is pointed by the
parent pointer of the splitting node N(v). We call H(v) the target node at v . From (1) of Lemma 7, any node v has the
unique ancestor node vˆ = minS [v]H , where [v]H is the set of nodes deﬁned by [v]H = {w ∈ V (S) | H(v) = H(w)}.
Then, we mark all of such highest ancestors vˆ in S . We also mark all the leaves in S whose label S(v) consists of an
original node in P . Compute the contracted separator tree CS = CS(Q ) by removing all unmarked nodes by contracting
the incident edges and by attaching the related children to the parent.
(5) In the resulting tree CS , we observe that the labels S() of all leaves  have one-to-one correspondence to V (P ) and
the labels H(v) of all internal nodes v in CS also have one-to-one correspondence to internal(P ) in the original pattern
tree P .
(a) From the leaves of CS , we compute the mapping pos as follows: we scan the leaves from right to left; if the i-th
leaf i from the right end has label S() = {x} then we set pos(x) = i, where 1 i m.
(b) From the internal nodes of CS , we compute the mapping level as follows: we visit all internal nodes from the top to
the bottom; If an internal node v has label H(v) = x and depth k, then we set level(x) = k, where 0 k O (logm).
(6) Return a pair 〈pos, level〉 of mappings.
For example, we show a pattern tree P , a binary version Q of P , a separator tree S(Q ), and a contracted separator tree
CS(Q ) in (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 6. In Fig. 3, we also show the bit-assignment for nodes in P by a pair 〈pos, level〉 of
position and level mappings obtained from the contracted separator tree CS(Q ) in (d) of Fig. 6.
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nodes in P and newly created nodes not in P , respectively, and each dotted upward arrow indicates the function pa. (c) A separator tree S = S(Q ), where
dotted circles will be removed at Step (4) of the algorithm. We attach H(v) and S(v) to the top-left of each internal node v and the bottom-right of each
node v ∈ V (S), respectively. (d) A contracted separator tree C S = C S(Q ). We attach H(v) and S() to the top-left of each internal node v ∈ internal(C S)
and to the bottom-right of each leaf  ∈ leaves(C S), respectively.
In the above algorithm, the contraction phase at step (4) with H(·) and pa(·) is for saving the number of bits in a
bitmask, and do not affect the correctness and the asymptotic time complexity.
To show the correctness, we introduce some technical deﬁnitions and a lemma below. Let x be any node in Q . We deﬁne
the set D(x) = {y ∈ V (Q ) | pa(y) = x} ⊆ V (Q ) and C(x) = D(x)∪ {x}. The set D(x) corresponds to the union of the set LP (x)
of the nodes which originally was the branching component {x} ∪ childrenP (x) in P and the set LQ (x) of the nodes which
are newly introduced in Q to “binarize” the component (for example, see (b) and (c) of Fig. 6). We say that a node v is
higher than a node w in S if v S w holds.
Lemma 7. Let S = S(Q ) be the separator tree for Q . For any node x in P , the following properties hold:
(1) There exists the unique highest node v in S(Q ) such that H(v) = x, which we denote by Locus(x).
(2) All the members of C(x) = D(x) ∪ {x} are associated to some leaves below v = Locus(x) in S .
Proof. (1) We search for the claimed highest node Locus(x) by traversing S downward from the root to a leaf. We repeat
the search while the current node v satisﬁes the invariant C(x) ⊆ S(v). Initially, at root(S), C(x) ⊆ S(root(S)) clearly holds.
If C(x) ⊆ S(v) holds at some node v , then we see that S(v) = V (Q ′) for some Q ′ . Then, z = N(v) ∈ Q ′ splits V (Q ′) into
V (Q ′(z)) and V (Q ′(z¯)), and thus C(x) to CR(x) = C(x)∩ V (Q ′(z)) and CL(x) = C(x)∩ V (Q ′(z¯)). (Case 1) If z ∈ D(x), then v
is the highest node with H(v) = x, denoted by Locus(x), that we are looking for. (Case 2) If z /∈ D(x), then one of CR(x) and
CL(x) completely contains C(x) because CR(x) and CL(x) are mutually disjoint. Then, we go down to the associated child w
of v such that C(x) ⊆ S(w), and the proof continues. From these cases, the above claim follows. Since the choice in Case 2
is deterministic, so is the selection along the path from the root to Locus(x). This completes the proof.
(2) From the property (1) we see that C(x) ⊆ S(v) at the locus v = Locus(x). Suppose that we are going downward from
v = Locus(x) to leaves by keeping track of the subsets S(w) containing x at each descendant w of v . At each node w , S(w)
is split to disjoint subsets, and we follow exactly one of the subsets. Repeating this process, we eventually reach some leaf
to which x is associated. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 8. If θ = 〈pos, level〉 be the pair of mappings computed by the above algorithm, then θ is monotone and non-overlapping for
V (P ).
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S(Q ′), then x falls into the right subtree S(Q ′(x)) and y falls into the left subtree S(Q ′(x¯)). Since the bit-positions are
numbered from right to left on leaves, it follows that pos(y) > pos(x) is ensured.
Non-overlappingness: Suppose that two nodes x1 and x2 in P are assigned the same level, i.e., level(x1) = level(x2). From
the construction, vi = Locus(xi) holds for every i = 1,2. From (2) of Lemma 7, all elements of C(xi) are assigned to some
leaves below vi for every i = 1,2. On the other hand, if level(x1) = level(x2) then v1 and v2 are incomparable internal nodes
in S(Q ) w.r.t. S(Q ) , and thus the sets of their leaves do not intersect each other. Hence, the result is proved. 
From Lemmas 5 and 8, we have the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Suppose that m w. Then, the operation TreeAggrP can be implemented to run in O (logm) time using O (logm) space
and O (m logm) preprocessing on RAM(+).
Proof. From Lemma 8, a monotone and non-overlapping pair θ = 〈pos, level〉 of mappings for a pattern tree P is computable
in O (m logm) time and O (logm) space, where m is the size of P . Then, the result follows from Lemma 5. 
4.5. Example execution of the tree aggregation algorithm
Below, we show an example execution of the bit-parallel implementation of the tree aggregation operation based on
separator trees. Consider the pattern tree P of size m = 9 and the text tree T of size n = 23 in Fig. 1. Suppose that
we visit the current text node v = 16 labeled with A ∈ Σ . After the label matching operation at the text node 16, we
have the input bitmasks X = 101000000 and Y = 010101111 for candidate set R and child set S , respectively, where
R = LabelMatchP ([1..m],A) = {1,9} and S = EmbP ,T (12) ∪ EmbP ,T (15) = {2,4,5,6,7,8}. We assume a monotone and non-
overlapping pair 〈pos, level〉 of mappings in Fig. 3, where level mapping level maps nodes in P to two levels {0,1}. In what
follows, we show computation at level k = 0 that includes the branching component for an internal node x = 9 in P . We
call by the parent bit the bit for node 9 and by the child bits the bits for nodes 4, 5, and 8.
In the preprocessing phase, we compute the bitmasks LEAF, PARENT[k], CHILD[k], PADDING[k], and LOWEST[k] for
level k ∈ {0,1}. We show the bitmasks used in computation at level k = 0, where the circled number 9 and the boxed
numbers 4, 5, and 8 represent the parent and children of the branching component for node 9, respectively:
pattern node x 9© 4 1 2 3 5 8 7 6
bit-position pos(x) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
LEAF 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
PARENT[0] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHILD[0] 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
PADDING[0] 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
LOWEST[0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
In the runtime phase, we perform the codes in Fig. 4. At Line 2, we ﬁrst leave the child bits in original input Y by
and-ing Y with bitmask CHILD[0]:
Y 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
& CHILD[0] 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
A[0] 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Then, at Line 3, we ﬁll with 1’s all the bits for the interval I9 = intervalP (9,pos) = [3..9] for node 9 other than the parent
and child bits by or-ing the result A[0] of Line 2 with bitmask PADDING[0]:
A[0] 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
| PADDING[0] 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
B[0] 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
At Line 4, we check if all the child bits are 1 in original input Y , and set the parent bit to 1 if the test is true, 0 otherwise.
This is done using carry propagation caused by integer addition of the result B[0] of Line 3 and bitmask LOWEST[0]. In this
example, we can observe that the parent bit is set to 1 since all the child bits are 1 in Y :
B[0] 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
+ LOWEST[0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
C[0] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
At Line 5, we leave the parent bit by and-ing the result C[0] of Line 4 with bitmask PARENT[0], and obtain the result
Z [0] = 10000000 for level k = 0:
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& PARENT[0] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z [0] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Similarly, we can obtain the result Z [1] = 000000100 for level k = 1. At Line 6, we gather Z [0] and Z [1] to Z by or-ing
them, and we have Z = 100000100 that represents {8,9} ⊆ V (P ). At Line 7, we set each bit for leaves 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 to
1 by or-ing the result Z of Line 6 with bitmask LEAF, and ﬁlter out the incorrect candidates by and-ing X with Z | LEAF.
We ﬁnally have the desired result Z = 101000000, and ﬁnd an occurrence of P in T at text node 16 w.r.t. unordered
pseudo-tree matching since Z contains root(P ) = 9.
5. Simpler implementation of tree aggregation using monotone routing
In this section, we show another algorithm for the tree aggregation operation using monotone routing technique that
runs in O (m log(w)/w) time and space on RAM(+,) for a bitmask of bit-length m.
We consider the small pattern case such that m  w . Let P be a pattern tree of size m. We number the nodes of
P in the level-order, where the nodes of P are partitioned into levels from the root to the leaves, and then numbered
consecutively from left to right at each level. Then, we deﬁne the position mapping pos : V (P ) → [1..m] from the nodes of
P to the interval [1..m] such that pos(x) = m − i + 1, where i is the numbering for a node x in P obtained by the level-
order. Moreover, we deﬁne the parent ordinal of an internal node x ∈ internal(P ), denoted by ord(x), to be the number of
the internal nodes preceding to x in the level-order plus one. This mapping pos computed from a level-order numbering
satisﬁes the monotone property that an internal node as a parent is numbered greater than all of its children, and ensures
all the children of a node to be numbered consecutively.
Let v be the current node in T . Then, we denote by Z and Y ∈ {0,1}m , respectively, the bitmasks for the embedding set
EmbP ,T (v) for v and the child set S = ⋃w∈children(v) EmbP ,T (w), the union of the sets EmbP ,T (w) for all children w of v .
The i-th bit of Z is 1 if there is an embedding of the subtree rooted at x with pos(x) = i such that x is mapped to v and 0
otherwise. Now, we compute the bitmask Z for the embedding set EmbP ,T (v) at node v from the bitmask Y for the child
set. The algorithm is described as follows.
(1) The algorithm is given the bitmask Y for the child set S = ⋃w∈children(v) EmbP ,T (w), which the union of EmbP ,T (w) for
all children w of v .
(2) Divide Y into segments that represent groups of sibling nodes. For an internal node x in P , we deﬁne the set of bit-
positions for the segment for x by seg(x) = pos(childrenP (x)) ⊆ [1..m]. We number the segment seg(x) by its parent
ordinal ord(x). For each segment, we have to compute the logical and of all bits in that segment. We can do this by
adding 1 to the least signiﬁcant bit in that segment, namely min(seg(x)), and looking to see if there is a carry out of
the segment. To guard against segments interfering with each other, we compute this logical and for all even-numbered
segments in one step, and then for all odd-numbered segments in another step. When computing the logical and for
all even-numbered segments, we zero out all odd-numbered segments, and vice versa; this prevents carry propagation.
It is easy to take the above result and rearrange it so that the result of the logical and is at the leftmost position of a
segment, namely max(seg(x)), this is just a single shift. Clearly this takes O(1) time.
The above idea is implemented in bit-parallel manner as follows. Let i ∈ {0,1} denotes the current step, where i = 0 and
i = 1 indicate the steps for even and odd segments, respectively. In the preprocessing, we build the bitmasks SEGMENTi,
LOWESTi, and HIGHESTi deﬁned as follows:
SEGMENTi = NUM({ j ∣∣ j ∈ seg(x), x ∈ internal(P ), ord(x) = i mod 2}).
LOWESTi = NUM({ j ∣∣ j =min(seg(x)), x ∈ internal(P ), ord(x) = i mod 2}).
HIGHESTi = NUM({ j ∣∣ j =max(seg(x)), x ∈ internal(P ), ord(x) = i mod 2}).
In the runtime, we then perform the following code:
AGGRi ← (((Y &SEGMENTi) + LOWESTi) 1)&HIGHESTi;
(3) After or-ing AGGR0 and AGGR1, we have a word where an interesting bit is associated with each node i such that i is
the leftmost child of its parent (representing the logical and of its siblings), and all other bits are 0. If i’s parent is at
position j, then we now want to move this bit to position j, and this must be done in parallel for all interesting bits.
This is, however, a monotone routing problem, and Section 3.4.3 of Leighton [22] gives a simple two-phase algorithm for
doing this routing on the hypercube routing networks. Andersson et al. [3] employ this algorithm to move a collection
of bits in a monotonic way. In the algorithm, the ﬁrst phase, called packing, is to group all the interesting bits together
consecutively at the start of a word, and then the second phase, called spreading, is to route all the interesting bits to
their ﬁnal destinations.
At packing phase, we ﬁrst compute the binary expansion bin(dist(x)) = bK−1 · · ·b0 ∈ {0,1}K of the move distance for
each segment seg(x) by dist(x) = (m − ord(x) + 1) − max(seg(x)), where the index i of bit bi ranges from 0 to K − 1.
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Note: See Section 5 for the deﬁnition of bitmasks SEGMENTi, LOWESTi, HIGHESTi, PACK[·], and SPREAD[·] for every i ∈ {0,1};
Output: the set Z = NUM({ j ∈ [1..m] | x ∈ R, childrenP (x) ⊆ S, j = pos(x)});
1: AGGR0← (((Y &SEGMENT0) + LOWEST0)  1)&HIGHEST0;
2: AGGR1← (((Y &SEGMENT1) + LOWEST1)  1)&HIGHEST1;
3: Z ← AGGR0 | AGGR1;
4: for every level k = 0, . . . , logm − 1 do
5: Z ← ((Z &PACK[k])  2k) | (Z & ∼ PACK[k]);
6: for every level k = logm − 1, . . . ,0 do
7: Z ← ((Z &SPREAD[k])  2k) | (Z & ∼ SPREAD[k]);
8: Z ← X & (Z | LEAF);
9: return Z ;
Fig. 7. A bit-parallel implementation of the tree aggregation operation based on monotone routing.
For every k from 0 to K − 1, we move the interesting bit leftward by 2k bits using left shift “” if bk = 1 and keep
it unchanged otherwise by changing k from 0 to K − 1. This can be implemented as follows. In the preprocessing, we
deﬁne the following bitmask for every k from 0 to K − 1:
PACK[k] = NUM({ j ∣∣ j = pos_pack(x,k), x ∈ internal(P )}),
where for every k, the position pos_pack(x,k) is deﬁned by: pos_pack(x,0) = max(seg(x)) and pos_pack(x,k) =
pos_pack(x,k − 1) + bk−12k−1 for 0 < k  K − 1. In the runtime, we execute the following code for every k from 0
to K − 1:
Z ← ((Z &PACK[k]) 2k) ∣∣ (Z & ∼ PACK[k]);
This code correctly packs the interesting bit x leftward from max(seg(x)) to m − ord(x) + 1 in O (logm) time using
O (logm) bitmasks.
At spreading phase, we move the interesting bit for x rightward from the current position m − ord(x) + 1 to
the ﬁnal destination pos(x) by using the binary expansion bin(dist(x)) = bK−1 · · ·b0 ∈ {0,1}K of the move distance
dist(x) = (m − ord(x) + 1) − pos(x) in a similar way as above. In the preprocessing, the bitmask for every k from K − 1
to 0 is give by:
SPREAD[k] = NUM({ j ∣∣ j = pos_spread(x,k), x ∈ internal(P )}),
where for every k = K − 1, . . . ,0, the position pos_spread(x,k) is deﬁned by: pos_spread(x, K − 1) =m − ord(x) + 1 and
pos_spread(x,k) = pos_spread(x,k− 1)+ bk2k for 0< k K − 1. In the runtime, we execute the following code for every
k from K − 1 to 0:
Z ← ((Z &SPREAD[k]) 2k) ∣∣ (Z & ∼ SPREAD[k]);
As shown in Lemma 6.4 of [3], the above code correctly performs the monotone routing from the source bits to the
destination bits in O (logm) time using O (logm) bitmasks. Although the lemma from [3] cannot be used directly, we
can show that the conﬂicts between any pair of bits never occur during the steps from the discussion in Chapter 3.4
of [22].
(4) Finally, the bits are and-ed with the bitmask X for the condition (E0) and returned as the answer:
Z ← X & (Z | LEAF);
In Fig. 7, we show the bit-parallel algorithm for the tree aggregation operation based on monotone routing. Combining
the above arguments, we have the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. Suppose that m w. Then, the operation TreeAggrP can be implemented to run in O (logm) time using O (logm) space
and O (m logm) preprocessing on RAM(+,).
6. Extension to unordered tree homeomorphism
In this section, we give a modiﬁed algorithm for the unordered tree homeomorphism problem (UTH). Let v be any node
in T . Then, the set DescEmbP ,T (v), called the descendant embedding set and the auxiliary set SubEmbP ,T (v) are deﬁned by:
DescEmbP ,T (v) = {x ∈ [1..m] ∣∣ (∃φ) φ ∈ UTH(P (x), T )∧ φ(x) = v},
SubEmbP ,T (v) = {x ∈ [1..m] ∣∣ (∃φ) φ ∈ UTH(P (x), T )∧ (∃w) w P v ∧ φ(x) = w
}
. (2)
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(1) For every x ∈ V (P ) and v ∈ V (T ), x ∈ DescEmbP ,T (v) if and only if (i) labelP (x) = labelT (v), and (ii) childrenP (x) ⊆⋃
1 jarity(v) SubEmb
P ,T (v[ j]).
(2) For any v ∈ V (T ), SubEmbP ,T (v) = DescEmbP ,T (v) ∪⋃1 jarity(v) SubEmbP ,T (v).
Proof. Part (1): The proof proceeds similarly to the case for UPTM in Lemma 1 as follows. If x ∈ DescEmbP ,T (v) then
(i) is obvious. Moreover, it follows from the deﬁnition of UPH that for every 1  i  arity(x), there exists some h(i) and
some descendant wi of v[h(i)] such that x[i] ∈ DescEmbP ,T (v). Since the existence of such wi is equivalent to that x[i] ∈
SubEmbP ,T (b) by deﬁnition, the condition (ii) immediately follows. By a similar argument, the converse is also proved.
Part (2): For any v and w , it is obvious that w is a descendant of v if and only if either w = v or w is a proper
descendant of v . Therefore, x ∈ DescEmbP ,T (v) if and only if either x ∈ SubEmbP ,T (v), or (∃w) w P v ∧ x ∈ DescEmbP ,T (v).
Hence, the claim immediately follows from the deﬁnition. 
From the above decomposition lemma, we can develop an eﬃcient bit-parallel algorithm, called BP-MatchUTH, for the
unordered tree homeomorphism problem (UTH) based on a dynamic programming algorithm similar to MatchUPTM in
Section 3 and the bit-parallel implementation of set manipulation operations including LabelMatchP and TreeAggrP . We can
obtain an algorithm MatchUTH for UTH from the algorithm MatchUPTM by replacing Line 10 of the recursive subprocedure
VisitUPTM with the following line:
10: return Union(R, S); {R ∪ S = SubEmbP ,T (v)}
Then, we have the following theorem. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 and is omitted.
Theorem 4 (Complexity of the unordered tree homeomorphism problem). A modiﬁed version of the algorithm BP-MatchUTH solves
the unordered tree homeomorphism problem (UTH) with the following complexities:
• In the large pattern case (m > w): O (nm log(w)/w) time using O (hm/w +m log(w)/w) additional space and O (m log(w))
preprocessing.
• In the small pattern case (m w): O (n logm) time using O (h + logm) additional space and O (m logm) preprocessing.
Here m and n are the sizes of pattern tree P and text tree T , h is the height of T , and w is the word length.
7. Relationship to a fragment of XPath queries
In this section, we show the correspondence of tree patterns in our UPTM and UTH problems to a fragment of XPath
query language [5,32]. Core XPath (CXP, for short), introduced by Gottlob and Koch [11], is the logical core of XPath language,
whose query expressions consist of node tests, child and next-sibling axes and their inverse and the transitive closures, and
Boolean predicates over expressions [12]. Below, we will give the syntax and the semantics of a fragment of Core XPath
queries, called conjunctive Core XPath queries, following the framework of [12,11]. We note that our deﬁnitions for the
syntax and semantics are essentially the restriction of the original version in [12] to although they look slightly different.
Axes relations are binary relations R over text nodes in T , where R ⊆ V (T ) × V (T ). The child and descendant axes are
binary relations child and desc deﬁned as follows: for every nodes v and w , 〈v,w〉 ∈ child (〈v,w〉 ∈ desc, resp.) iff w
is a child (descendant, resp.) of v . Let axis be either child or desc. A conjunctive Core XPath query (CCXP, for short) with
axis ∈ {child,desc} is a Core XPath query that has axis as only axis relation and consists of constant labels as node test,
logical and as its connectives, and has no axis at the root position. We denote by CCXP[axis] the class of all CCXP queries
with axis. Formally, we deﬁne the language of CCXP[axis] by its abstract EBNF syntax as follows:
exp := α | α ’[’pred ’]’
pred := axis ’::’ exp | pred ’&’pred
where exp is a query expression, pred is a predicate, axis ∈ {child,desc}, and α ∈ Σ is a label. Note that a CCXP query is an
expression with tree-shape. Since CCXP has no axis at the root and no concatenation operator “/” for paths to deﬁne the
target node, their semantics is naturally based on the root occurrences. For example, the CCXP query corresponding to the
pattern tree P in Fig. 1 is given by:
Q 1 = A
[
child::B[child::A& child::B & child::D]& child::C & child::B[child::B & child::C]].
The semantics of a CCXP expression exp is given by the set E[pred] of nodes at which the root of the expression matches.
Formally, the semantics of queries is deﬁned as follows:
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}
E[α[p]]= {v ∣∣ labelT (v) = α ∧ v ∈ E[p]
}
E[axis::e] = {v ∣∣∃w, 〈v,w〉 ∈ axis∧ w ∈ E[e]}
E[p1 & p2] = E[p1] ∩ E[p2]
where e is an expression, p is a predicate, v and w range over text nodes in T . The evaluation problem for CCXP[axis] is the
problem of computing the elements of E[π ] for a query π and a text tree T .
We transform a query π ∈ CCXP[axis] to the pattern tree ψ(π) as: (a) If e = α then ψ(e) = α; (b) If e = α[&ni=1axisi::ei]
for some n  1 then ψ(e) is the pattern tree P such that for root(P ) = v , (i) labelP (v) = α, and (ii) the i-th immediate
subtree of v is given by P (v[i]) = ψ(ei) for every i = 1, . . . ,arity(v). The converse transformation can be given similarly.
The following lemma shows the equivalence of our tree matching problems and the corresponding fragments of conjunctive
Core XPath queries.
Lemma 10. Let T be any text tree on Σ , axis ∈ {child,desc}, π ∈ CCXP[axis] be any conjunctive CXP query with axis as only axis, and
Pπ = ψ(π).
(1) If axis= child, then for any v ∈ V (T ), v ∈ E[π ] if and only if v is an root occurrence of Pπ in T w.r.t. UPTM.
(2) If axis= desc, then for any v ∈ V (T ), v ∈ E[π ] if and only if v is an root occurrence of Pπ in T w.r.t. UTH.
From the above lemma, we have the following corollary of Theorems 3 and 4.
Corollary 5. The evaluation problems for the classes of conjunctive Core XPath queries with child axis only and descendant axis only
can be solvable in the same time, space, and preprocessing complexities as in Theorems 3 and 4, respectively, where the size m of a
query π is measured by the number of labels in π .
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the unordered pseudo-tree matching problem and the unordered tree homeomorphism
problem. As main results, we presented eﬃcient bit-parallel algorithms for both problems that run in O (nm log(w)/w) time
using O (hm/w+m log(w)/w) space and O (m log(w)) preprocessing with m > w on a unit-cost arithmetic RAM model with
integer addition, where m is the number of nodes in a pattern tree, n and h are the number of nodes and the height of a
text tree, and w is the word length.
The tree matching for UPTM and UTH correspond to evaluation of fragments of XPath queries with child axis only and
with descendant axis only [14], respectively. As future work, applications of our algorithms to tree matching for practi-
cal subclasses of XPath queries are interesting problems. XPath with mixture of child axis, descendant axis, and arbitrary
Boolean expressions at predicates are some examples of such subclasses. In particular, there is an extension of XPath and
XML Schema for ordered trees that allows regular expressions over subtrees [23,24,27]. To this direction, there is eﬃcient
regular expression matching using Boolean operations and integer addition [6,17,26]. Therefore, it is another interesting
problem to combine such regular expression matching and tree matching algorithms for XPath evaluation.
The tree aggregation operation based on a monotone and non-overlapping pair of position and level mappings satisﬁes
the condition that each bit of the output word depends only on bits at and to the right of each input word. Interestingly,
it was shown by Warren Jr. [33] that this condition is necessary and suﬃcient to determine whether a given function
f mapping words to words can be implemented with a sequence of Boolean operations, additions, and subtractions. See
also [20,34] for details. Unfortunately, the length of such a sequence of operations can be exponential in the word length
w in general. Therefore, it would be an interesting problem to identify a subclass of such functions with left-to-right
dependency that are eﬃciently realizable in bit-parallel manner by extending the approach in this paper.
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